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when he got\through sleeping, his spell'you know, I guess he was coming out.
He couldn't wash his face, he didn't know where to wash his face, he just leave
it that way. Fianlly, when the sun got up so far, he got up and walk around, on
top of this mountain. Kind of velvet green looking on top. He. went on the edge
of this mountain, cliff, you know, just rocks hitting plum" around it on top.

/ in the evening came, he just walk around there
Kept doing that until finallyP late
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aid sit around. Just here and there. Nobody around. Clauds over him. Nice look*
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ing blue clouds. Everything nice. He sit there on top of the mountain by himself.
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Nothing to worry him, you know. When he was sitting down there, laying down, when '
this friend brought him /ip there from the camp around that^mountain he said,
"you wake up, daylights7 coming. Wakeup and see. thedaylight." So he seen the daylight came and everything shown pretty on,top, velvet colors and all colors.
Late in. the evening he was standing there and he decided to wait till he got
a good rest, you wnow from his legs climbing up that mountain. He walked ao
far, so many thousands of feet. Going up and then his arms"got so stiff and he
vents to limber up before he goes down. Late in the evening came and it was nice
and moonlight. Moon got right aboe up here and then shine over top of mountain.
And when he looked at the cliff of this mountain this rock here, there's some
pearl8 and diamonds just sparkling like. this. Give him sickness. Got hold. Give
him attention to his eye. So he went over there and took those sparkling pearls
and diamonds just sparkling like this. Give --so he went over there and took
those sparking pearls and diamonds whatever, it is, he don't know how to pick them
out. Finally a piece of sharp rocks were laying here and there. I guess they
were chipped off of this mountain. He took that sharp pointed rock and he went
over there and he tried to chip it off, punch it on side, here and there, work
it in over thereand he tried to chio it off, punch it on side there then finally
he.-work out this pretty good size diamond. I think it diamond or or pearls, whatever it is. Keep it out. When he pick it up it was pretty. Sparkling. He got hold
of it and when he looked that way, he seen lots of sparkling all plum around it.
tfell, he tried io'get all he can. He chip out seven of them., He got seven out

